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WELCOME TO
DANG.VIDEO

We are so glad that you decided to have Dang Video be part of your video content team! 
Dang is excited to work with you and we look forward to creating amazing quality video 
content together!

What to expect a�er signing up
Your project manager will contact you within the next business day to schedule a meet-
ing with our team. In this meeting, our goal is to learn as much as we can about you, your 
brand and your video content goals. This is also a chance for us to answer any questions 
you may have about our processes.  

What to expect every month
We want to build an ongoing relationship with you and assist you on executing your 
video content goals. Your project manager will contact you every month to schedule a 
1-on-1 meeting to discuss your next month’s content goals, how we can better serve you, 
and if  needed, help you brainstorm more content ideas.

If you need additional support and would like to get in contact with one of the DANG! 
team, please reach out to support@dang.video. 



We’ve assembled this user guide to show you how to be more familiar
with our process. In this user guide, you will have information on your account,

how to properly request a video project, how to send video assets,
and how to review and download your video project.

THE DANG.VIDEO
USER GUIDE INCLUDES
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SECTION 1
PLAN OVERVIEW
We highly recommend that your company has a designated
person to communicate about requests. This will make it possible
for our video editors to prioritize project requests. 



UNLIMITED PLAN

Unlimited Video Requests
Unlimited Edits and Revisions
Dedicated Project Manager
Professional Video Editors
Easy Video Review Platform
Simple File Transfer Process
Royalty-Free Music and Sound E�ects
Royalty-Free Stock Video
1-3 Day Average Project Turnaround

PROFESSIONAL PLAN
 
3 Video Requests
3 Edits and Revisions per Project
Dedicated Project Manager
Professional Video Editors
Easy Video Review Platform
Simple File Transfer Process
Royalty-Free Music and Sound E�ects
Royalty-Free Stock Video
2-5 Day Average Project Turnaround

WHAT YOU GET  WITH YOUR PLAN

SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL
Your DANG! Video subscription automatically renews depending on the terms you’ve
chosen upon sign-up. Having an active account enables you to send video requests.  

 If you have any billing questions, feel free to contact us at  support@dang.video

DUES, REFUNDS & MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

•  You are responsible for updating your billing information to keep your account active.
•  Promotions, Upgrades, Add-ons and adjustments to existing subscriptions are non-refundable.
•  You are responsible for using DANG! Video a�er payment.
   If you have made no requests you will still be charged per month. 
•  Videos under the professional plan do not roll over into the next months(s).
   So be sure to use all your videos for the month.
•  You may request a refund within the first 7 days of any new monthly plan.
•  You can cancel at any time. If you cancel during a billing cycle, you still can request videos until the last day
   of your subscription. If a video project is not completed by the end of your subscription period you must
   renew the subscription or sign up for a single video plan to complete your project.



SECTION 2
SCOPE OF SERVICE
There’s a bunch of things DANG! Video can help you with.
We’re here to take care of video-related projects that would
help save you hours of time that you can be focusing on on day-to-day activities. 



YouTube Posts
YouTube Ads
Facebook Video Posts
Facebook Stories
Facebook Video Ads
Instagram Video Posts
Instagram Stories
Instagram Ads
LinkedIn Posts
Linkedin Ads
Twitter Posts

Animation
Custom Logo
Infographics
Fine Art Illustrations
Photoshop Art
3D/CAD
Programming/Codingt
HTML / CSS
UI/UX 

Daily Vlogs
Online Classes
Video Tutorials
Family Videos
Travel Videos
Fitness Videos
Cooking Videos
Sports Highlights
Wedding Videos
Event Videos
… and much more!

Introduction Videos 
Product & Service Videos
Product Reviews
Company Testimonials
Company Training Videos
E-Commerce Videos
Sales Pitch Videos
Video Presentations
Training Videos
Digital Advertisements
Real Estate Walkthroughs
Informative Videos

Social Media Management
SEO/PPC
Marketing Strategy
Brand Strategy
Print Marketing
Fillable PDF Documents
Mobile/App Design
Mobile/App Development

VIDEO CONTENT IDEAS WE CAN HELP YOU WITH

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED IN YOUR PLAN

Need help with video content ideas for your brand? 
We are always here to help! Schedule a complimentary
monthly 1-on-1 session with one of our team members and we can
help you brainstorm ideas to help you with your video content goals. 



SECTION 3
HOW TO REQUEST A VIDEO
Requesting a Video
The easiest way to request a video is by going to dang.video/request



Video Request Tips:

• Name of the Request - This will be the name of your project - it’s useful to be descriptive.
Examples: Real Estate Walkthrough Video

• Video Project Instructions - Include video editing directions here.
The best way to give us instructions is to provide an outline of your video.
A brief outline can help our team understand how the story of your video will flow.

• Video Goals  - Include the end goal of your video project.
What do you want the audience to do a�er watching your video. 

• Video Audience - Who’s going to be watching your videos? 
Saying “my customers” or “everyone” is vague, try being specific of who
you really want watching your videos. 

• Video examples - Was there something you recently viewed that you liked?
If someone is creating content you’d like to emulate, send us links to those videos you love. 

• Choose your video platform -  Select where you will be posting your video.
This will also help our team with video dimensions when we edit your video. 

• Send us your assets (also see “How to Send Your Assets”)
Include links to your files here. You may have already uploaded your files to Dropbox,
Google Drive, One Drive, or Box. If so, you can simply share links to the files with us.
Keep in mind that your files privacy settings need to be adjusted so that anyone with
the link (a.k.a your video editor) has access to viewing and downloading your files. 

How many videos can I request
with Unlimited Plan?
You can request as many video projects as you’d like.
Our team works on your requests one-by-one and
once you’ve approved the video, we move on to
your next video project.



SECTION 4
HOW TO SEND DANG!
YOUR ASSETS

Our team will send a WeTransfer link to upload video footage,
music, sound e�ects, logos, graphics, and anything that our
team will need, to complete your video. Sending us your video
project assets is super easy. It is also very important to send us 
your assets as soon as possible, so our team can get started o
 your project right away. 



WeTransfer
WeTransfer is simple and easy to use. It’s our recommended and primary file transfer tool that we use
to send and receive files. You will not need to create an account, but WeTransfer may
ask you to verify your email address. Here is how to send files using WeTransfer.

1. Head over to dangvideo.wetransfer.com/ 

2. Add project assets by dragging your files to the page 
or by simply clicking the ‘Add your Files’ button above the form.
  
3. Add your email address and make sure you are sending your 
assets to ‘request@dang.video

4. Optional: To quickly request a new project, you can skip the
project request form if you include project details in the message 
box. Here is what you would need to include: 
a. Video Instructions 
b. Where the video will be posted 
(ex. YouTube, Facebook, E-Commerce)

Video footage
B-Roll Footage
Animations
Graphic Overlays
Logos

Title Graphics
End Screen Graphics
Transitions
Lower Thirds
LUTS 

Video E�ects
Voiceovers
Subtitles/Captions
Sound E�ects
Music

                            Assets you can send us

Your Email Here



Can I send assets another way?
Yes, you can. You may have already uploaded
your files to Dropbox, Google Drive, One Drive,
Sync, or Box . If so, you can simply share links
to the files to us. Keep in mind that your files’
privacy settings need to be adjusted so that
anyone with the link (a.k.a your video editor)
has access to viewing and downloading your files. 

Don’t have any video footage or audio to use for your video? 
No problem, we can use royalty-free stock video, music and sound e�ects for any
of your video project requests.

1. Create a folder with your assets for the project
2. Go into folder settings
3. Turn on link sharing
4. Go back into folder settings
5. Copy link
6. Share link with Dang

Google Drive

1. Create a folder with your assets for the project
2. Go into your created folder
3. Click Share
4. Click settings icon
5. Under Link Settings click “Control Access”
6   Click on “Who Can View”
7. Make sure Anyone is selected
8. Go back to your folder
9. Click share button
10. Share link with Dang

Dropbox



SECTION 5
HOW TO REVIEW YOUR
VIDEO PROJECT

When video projects are ready to review, we make it easy for you to
write notes and comments on the changes you would like our team to make.



1. You will receive an email from Dang Video via Wipster 
notifying you that your video is ready for review. 
Open the email and click on the “Start giving feedback” 
button.

HOW TO DOWNLOAD YOUR VIDEO
To download your video project,  click on the down arrow to open the video download options.
You may select to download one of the following options:
Original (usually the best quality), 1080p (HD), or 540p. 

3. If you are satisfied with the project, click on the green “Finish review”
button to notify our team that you are happy with the video!

2. Play your video. To make notes, click anywhere on the 
video screen at the desired timestamp to open a comment 
box. Write notes in the comment box to notify our team
that you would like something changed. Our team will be 
able to view all your notes, and will make changes 
accordingly.



SECTION 6
VIDEO SHOOTING TIPS
Shooting video can be loads of fun! But we understand that not everyone
is an expert at shooting video. We have provided some helpful video
shooting tips to make the most out of your project with just using your phone.



Here are the two orientations you can choose from
along with what platforms they work best for:

Best for Websites, YouTube,
Facebook, LinkedIn

(Desktop Audiences)

(Landscape Mode)

(Portrait Mode)

Best for Instagram,
Facebook, Twitter

(Mobile Audiences)



There are many ways to frame a subject within a shot, which can range from showing their
entire body to fixating on finer details, such as their eyes. When choosing the most fitting shot,
you’ll need to keep in mind the message that you’re trying to communicate to your audience. 

Here are some of the most common camera framing shots and how you can go about using them. 

Close Shot
With a close shot, the subject’s head/face
takes up the majority of the frame and therefore,
allows their reactions and emotions to dictate the
scene without being distracted by background
interference distracted by background interference.

Establishing Shot
O�en included at the beginning of a scene,
it generally indicates where (and sometimes when)
the scene is taking place.

Full Shot
The full shot shows the entire body of the
subject from head to toe. This shot
tends to focus more on the character’s movement
and gestures, rather than their state of mind.

Medium Shot
Also known as the ¾ shot, the medium
shot typically shows the subject from the
knees up. It allows the viewer to see the background
environment and the character’s gestures,
while still being close enough to capture their emotions.

9 Helpful Camera Framing Tips



Detail Shot
A detail shot is an extreme close shot that shows only
one specific detail, such as a person’s eyes or mouth.
When used appropriately, the detail shot can be incredibly
e�ective at adding drama to a scene

Far Accent Shot (Far B-Roll)
A far accent shot is b-roll shot from a far distance.
This type of ‘extra’ footage can be objects, actions,
signage, specific locations, or anything shot in
full/medium shot that will help tell the story.

Close Accent Shot (Close B-Roll) 
A close accent shot is b-roll that is shot in very close
distance. This type of ‘extra’ footage can be detailed
shots of objects/items, facial expressions, body parts,
and anything shot in close/detail shot that will help
tell the story.

Upshot (Low-Angle Shot)
An up shot is taken from below the eye-level of the
subject and creates the perception that the viewer is
looking at them from a lower perspective. This type of
shot can give the impression that the subject is in some
way powerful, heroic or even dangerous.

Downshot (High-Angle Shot)
A down shot is taken from above the eye-level of
the subject and can make the subject seem vulnerable
or powerless.



Panning Motion
Panning is when the camera is moved horizontally from
one side to another on a central axis. This is a rotating
movement in which the camera’s position remains in
place, but the direction that it faces changes.

Tilting Motion
Tilting is similar to panning in that the camera is kept
in a stationary position, but unlike panning
(which looks from side to side) tilting focuses on
upwards & downwards movements.
 

Trucking Motion
Similar to dollying, trucking involves moving the entire
camera along a fixed point, but the motion goes
from side to side, rather than in and out. 

6 Helpful Camera Movement Tips

Filming isn’t just about hitting the record button and leaving the camera still.
Movement and di�erent shots help give your video life. Here are some tips to enhance your video:



Pedestal Motion
A pedestal (AKA Boom up/down or Jib up/down) involves
moving the camera upwards or downwards in relation to
a subject. It’s di�erent from tilting in that the entire camera
ascends or descends, rather than just the angle of the
camera.

Dolly Motion
Dolly is when the camera is being moved towards
or away from a subject. Unlike a zoom shot, the world
around the subject moves with the camera. A dolly gives 
the illusion that the viewer is walking towards the subject.

Zoom Motion
Zooming gives the impression of moving closer or further
away from the subject. It can be used e�ectively to magnify
a certain focus point in the frame. Unlike the Dolly motion, 
zooming is done with your camera or phone.

Need our team to shoot your
video for you?
We can help. Contact request@dang.video
to schedule a video shoot. 
Momentarily available in Las Vegas, Nevada. 



SECTION 7
OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU
 



As a client of Dang.Video we want you to know that you have the right to
expect the following standards from us

1. You will receive personalized, friendly, fun and sometimes
spontaneous service from a creative team totally focused on you.
You will be respected as a person and never taken for granted.

2. You’ll find us honest, truthful and ‘up-front’ with you at all times.

3. You’ll receive prompt turnaround on all your video projects,
small or large, but without sacrificing quality. On average,
most projects will be sent to you within 2-4 business
days depending on your plan.  You’ll save plenty
of time and frustration.

4. Your investment in our services and products
will always be rewarded with exceptional quality
and a purpose-driven video solution that will
help you build your brand or business. 

5. As you refer your friends and colleagues to
DANG.Video, rest assured they will also
receive Our Commitment, so you can feel good
about referring.

6. We will e�ectively communicate with you frequently as we build a
win-win long term partnership and friendship to help you reflect your vision,
fulfill your objectives and unleash your brand’s potential.

7.  You’ll receive ideas from us, some might be missing completely, but along the way,
we will o�er video project suggestions and online solutions to help grow your brand. 

8. You will never get billed hidden fees. You’ll know exactly what to pay for every month,
no surprises and no hidden costs. You’ll always be notified upfront when it arises,
not when you receive our invoice.



Your feedback is critical to our continual ongoing improvements. If we make a mistake please

tell us and please, too, let us know when we do well. Your ideas, comments and suggestions are always

wanted by our Team. We want to set the standard – but if we do make a mistake you can be assured

we will learn from it and fix it quickly.



Like most good stories, DANG Video started out as an idea. Before DANG we spent countless hours

editing our own videos and it was a time-sucking nightmare. So we thought, how can we save time

editing and create more videos? 

And boom! DANG Video was born. We created a special unlimited video editing service where we

focus on saving you hours of time while maintaining quality with every project. 

We focus on what we think is vital to our success; simplicity and ease of use, a fun and engaging

experience, no expensive equipment needed, and to help bring attention to your amazing brand. 

We are thrilled that you want us to be part of your team. We may not always get it right the first time,

but we are always improving and getting better every day. We want to grow together and to help you

achieve all your video content goals. Without you, there’s no us. We are excited to work with you

and hope to build a strong relationship in the future. We hope that we can help you focus on what 

matters most to you and allow you to do what you do best. Leave the video editing to us, we’ve got

 it from here. 

With Gratitude,

Dang Video Team

Kevin O’Boyle
Account Manager
 kevin@dang.video

Jino Kopiako
  Project Manager
   jino@dang.video

Dear Valued Client,



SECTION 8
CONTACT US



Want to request a project or 
have questions about your project?

Contact the Creative Team
request@dang.video

Do you have questions about 
your account or about DANG?

Contact the Support Team
support@dang.video

CONTACT US

IMPORTANT LINKS TO KNOW

Website URL

Request a video

Send Video Assets

Free Resources

Support Articles

Facebook

Linkedin

Instagram

Twitter

https://dang.video/

https://dang.video/request/

https://dangvideo.wetransfer.com/

https://dang.video/resources/

https://dang.video/articles/

https://www.facebook.com/dangvideo

https://www.linkedin.com/company/dangvideo

https://www.instagram.com/dang.video/

https://twitter.com/dangvideo


